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Important Information
The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited, an appointed representative of Mirabella Advisers LLP, w hich is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

(“FCA”). This communication has been prepared for professional investors, but the Exchange Traded Cyrptocurrency (“ETC”) is available in some jurisdictions to any investors. Please check

w ith your broker or intermediary that the ETC is available in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment profile.

ETC’s are a highly volatile digital asset and performance is unpredictable. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of the ETC may vary and does not offer

a f ixed income. The value of any investment may be affected by exchange rate and underlying price movements. 

This document may contain forw ard looking statements including statements regarding our belief or current expectations w ith regards to the performance of certain assets classes. Forw ard

looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements w ill be accurate and actual results could differ materially from

those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forw ard-looking statements. 

The content of this document does not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an ETC is

dependent on the performance of the underlying cryptocurrency, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETCs involve numerous risks including among others,

general market risks relating to underlying adverse price movements and currency, liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks. 

The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares in the

United States or any province or territory thereof, w here none of the Issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and w here no prospectus of any of the Issuers has

been filed w ith any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document or information on this document should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United

States. ETC Issuance GmbH, nor any securities issued by it, have been or w ill be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualif ied 

under any applicable state securities statutes. 

The ETCs discussed on this document are issued by ETC Issuance GmbH, a limited liability company incorporated under the law s of the Federal Republic of Germany, issuing under the terms

in the Prospectus approved by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht ("BaFin") on 4th June 2020 and the final terms (“Prospectus”). Investors should read the Prospectus

before investing and should refer to the section of the Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated w ith an investment in the ETC’s. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the Issue Documentation.

The decision and amount to invest should take into consideration your specif ic circumstances after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 



BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto  (Ticker BTCE) is a security that 

trades like an equity on regulated exchanges, but represents a pre-defined unit 

of an underlying asset – in this case Bitcoin

✓ Reduces the complexity associated with buying, storing and selling Bitcoin

✓ Buy, hold and sell Bitcoin in the same way as a normal share

✓ Benefit from the investor protection mechanisms offered by a security 

trading on regulated markets

✓ Institutional liquidity ecosystem, 

✓ Full KYC/AML checks

✓ No wallets, keys, unregulated offshore ‘exchanges’ 
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Bitcoin 101



What Is Bitcoin?

The World’s Largest and Most Successful Cryptocurrency

Bitcoin is a decentralised digital currency without a central bank, government or single administrator. 

Bitcoin can be sent between users without the need for intermediaries.

It relies on a technology called blockchain - a list of records (blocks) that are linked by cryptography – hence ‘crypto’ 

currency. Each block contains a timestamp, a cryptographic tag of the previous block and transaction data. 

Blockchain is highly secure, fast and hard to tamper with as changes to a block must be validate by a majority of users 

within the system. This makes it great for transferring sensitive data, including contracts, shareholder details, medical 

records or money transfers. 
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Worldwide, decentralised peer-to-

peer network

Miners create Bitcoin by solving 

mathematical problems. The 

same system verifies 

transactions

Bitcoin exchanges trade fiat 

currency for Bitcoin

Individual investors and 

businesses create wallets that 

enable them to send and receive 

Bitcoins

Cryptography secures the 

network and ensures transactions 

are safe

What Is Bitcoin?



How The Bitcoin Blockchain Works
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Where Does Bitcoin Come From?

A Different Kind of Mining

In the same way that previous generations would swing a pickaxe in a mine for gold and silver to make coins, it takes effort to 

get a Bitcoin. 

Bitcoin mining is the way new Bitcoins are added to the available supply and involves very powerful computers called ‘miners’

solving complex mathematical problems to confirm and validate changes to the blockchain ledger. 

Miners who succeed in solving the problems are given Bitcoins, but it becomes harder to solve these problems over time 

and there is a finite number of Bitcoins to be mined. 

Once mined, a Bitcoin can be used in peer-to-peer transactions over the Bitcoin network, spent on ecommerce sites (and in 

some physical stores) or withdrawn as fiat currency from one of the estimated 7,000 Bitcoin ATMs worldwide. 
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Why Does Bitcoin Have Value?

Supply & Demand Dynamics in Bitcoin

As with all currencies, Bitcoins’ value is determined by supply and demand and trust and acceptance in the system. A 

successful currency needs to meet standards of scarcity, divisibility, transferability and utility. 

1) Scarcity

Key to the maintenance of a currency's value is its supply. A money supply that is too large could cause prices of goods to 

spike, resulting in economic collapse. A money supply that is too small can also cause economic problems. 

Bitcoin is actually a hard currency, with a defined and finite supply hardwired within its codebase - unlike fiat currencies 

where governments or central banks have the power to increase the money supply at will. 

When Bitcoin was launched in 2009, its developer(s) capped the supply of tokens at 21 million. The current supply of 

bitcoin is around 18 million and the rate at which Bitcoin is released is halved roughly every four years. The released supply 

should hit 19 million 2022. The last Bitcoin is not on track to be mined until ~2140.

9



THE IMPACT OF HALVING

Bitcoin is designed to be harder to mine over time

Halving is a characteristic, programmed into Bitcoin that occurs roughly every 4 years. When a halving occurs, it means the 

Bitcoin reward that miners receive for solving a mathematical problem / adding a block to the blockchain is halved. This makes it 

increasingly difficult to mine Bitcoins and increases the cost of mining and the scarcity value of Bitcoin. The last most recent

halving just occurred in May 2020.  Historically, Bitcoin halvings have been followed by an increase in the value of Bitcoin. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Data source: Bloomberg as of 13th May, 2020 10
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Why Does Bitcoin Have Value?

Supply & Demand Dynamics in Bitcoin

2) Divisibility

Successful currencies are divisible into smaller incremental units. In order for a single currency system to function as a 

medium of exchange across all types of goods and values within an economy, it must have the flexibility associated with this 

divisibility. The currency must be sufficiently divisible so as to accurately reflect the value of every good or service available 

throughout the economy.

21 million Bitcoins is vastly smaller than the circulation of most global currencies. However, to address this imbalance, Bitcoin 

is divisible up to 8 decimal points. The smallest unit, equal to 0.00000001 Bitcoin, is called a "Satoshi" after the 

alleged creator of the cryptocurrency. This allows for quadrillions of individual Satoshis to be distributed throughout the 

global economy.
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Why Does Bitcoin Have Value?

Supply & Demand Dynamics in Bitcoin

3) Utility

A currency must have utility in order to be effective. Individuals must be able to reliably trade units of the currency for goods 

and services. This is a primary reason why currencies developed in the first place: so that participants in a market could avoid

having to barter directly for goods. Utility also requires that currencies be easily moved from one location to another. 

Burdensome precious metals and bulky commodities don't easily meet this stipulation.

Importantly, no parties involved in the Bitcoin market need to know or trust one another in order for the system to work 

properly.  A complex system of checks and verifications is key to the maintenance of the ledger and the mining of more 

Bitcoins. This means Bitcoin can’t be manipulated by individuals, governments or central banks or censored or restricted by 

authoritarian regimes. (Quantitative easing, hyperinflation, geopolitical concerns)

4) Transferability

Currencies must be easily transferred between participants in an economy in order to be useful. In fiat currency terms, this

means that units of currency must be transferable within a particular country's economy as well as between nations via

exchange. With cryptocurrency exchanges, wallets, ATMs and other tools, Bitcoin is easily and securely transferable between

parties.
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Where Can Bitcoin Be Spent?

More businesses, retailers and charities are accepting Bitcoin illustrating its growing 

acceptance as a means of payment
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Currency Characteristics

Source: https://cryptonews.com/guides/difference-of-bitcoin-from-traditional-currencies.htm 14

Traits of Money Gold US Dollar Bitcoin

Fungible High High High

Non Consumable High High High

Portable Mid High High

Durable High Mid High

Divisible Mid Mid High

Secure / Anti Counterfeit Mid Mid High

Easily Transactable Low High Mid

Scarcity Mid Low High

Government Issued Low High Low

Decentralised Low Low High

Smart /Programmable Low Low High

Is Bitcoin Real Money?

A successful currency needs to meet standards of scarcity, divisibility, transferability and utility. Bitcoin’s value comes from the 

fact that it meets and often surpasses traditional currencies in delivering these features.



The Dominant Cryptocurrency

Source: Coinmarketcap.com Data as of 28th September, 2020 15

The total market capitalisation of all cryptocurrencies is ~$261, 895,933,117 

That’s more than the value of all listed companies in Norway, but few other cryptos have ever come close to Bitcoins meteoric success. 

The crypto market may be crowded, but it is also extremely top-heavy with the majority of the investor adoption, capitalization and liquidity concentrated 

in the top 10 largest coins. Bitcoin is by far the dominant cryptocurrency with well over half of all market capitalization and greatest acceptance by 

users. 

Name Symbol Market Cap $

1 Bitcoin BTC $201,821,145,894

2 Ethereum ETH $41,074,610,957

3 Tether USDT $15,405,613,011

4 XRP XRP $11,067,352,194

5 Bitcoin Cash BCH $4,289,279,402

6
Binance

Coin
BNB $3,895,983,996

7 Polkadot DOT $3,860,029,573

8 Chainlink LINK $3,721,144,720

9 Cardano ADA $3,227,106,596

10 Bitcoin SV BSV $3,201,078,074

Total

Bitcoin

Ethereum

XRP

Bitcoin Cash

Tether

Bitcoin SV

Litecoin

EOS

Binance Coin

Tezos

Market Cap $
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Performance

High Growth Potential

The performance of Bitcoin has been strong against main indices over 1, 3 and 5-year periods, providing a new source of 

potential returns. However, these impressive growth numbers come at a cost of high volatility. Analysts expect Bitcoin volatility 

to reduce as the market becomes more regulated and further institutionalizes. 

17

1 month 3 months 1 year 3 years 5 years

Bitcoin -6.3% -12.8% 92.7% 658.9% 2185.8%

S&P 500 2.6% 8.3% 28.6% 44.0% 56.6%

US Bonds 0.0% 0.1% 8.9% 13.8% 16.4%

Gold 2.3% 2.1% 16.6% 27.8% 22.7%

Oil 0.0% 2.0% 7.1% 22.1% 32.6%

FTSE 100 3.9% 3.0% 13.4% 6.9% 16.2%

Eurostoxx 1.9% 5.7% 25.8% 14.7% 20.0%

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Data source: Bloomberg as of 31st December, 2019 



S&P 500

US 

Bonds Bitcoin Gold Oil

EM 

Currencies

FTSE 

100 Eurostoxx

EUR/

USD GBP/USD

S&P 500 - 0.83 0.84 0.59 0.95 0.85 0.77 0.45 0.37 -0.61

US Bonds 0.83 - 0.69 0.84 0.85 0.81 0.52 0.25 0.11 -0.65

Bitcoin 0.84 0.69 - 0.55 0.79 0.77 0.66 0.42 0.55 -0.43

Gold 0.59 0.84 0.55 - 0.60 0.80 0.41 0.12 0.23 -0.50

Oil 0.95 0.85 0.79 0.60 - 0.79 0.67 0.27 0.33 -0.69

EM Currencies 0.85 0.81 0.77 0.80 0.79 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

FTSE 100 0.77 0.52 0.66 0.41 0.67 0.76 - 0.66 0.34 -0.60

Eurostoxx 0.45 0.25 0.42 0.12 0.27 0.43 0.66 - 0.14 0.04

EUR/USD 0.37 0.11 0.55 0.23 0.33 0.51 0.34 0.14 - 0.06

GBP/USD -0.61 -0.65 -0.43 -0.50 -0.69 -0.55 -0.60 0.04 0.06 -

Diversification

Bitcoin is a new type of asset and doesn’t behave like traditional portfolio building 

blocks

One of the most compelling arguments for a Bitcoin allocation is its low correlation to other widely-held asset classes both in 

periods of market calm and turbulence. Bitcoin’s independent behavior means that it has the potential to be a powerful 

diversification tool in a multi-asset portfolio.

Correlation between Bitcoin and other asset classes

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Data source: Bloomberg as of 27th February, 2020 18



Portfolio Impact

Bitcoin can play an effective role boosting portfolio efficiency

The below chart shows the impact of a buy and hold strategy where an investor replacing between 1% and 5% of their equity allocation with Bitcoin.

Historically, investors would have seen significant benefits of holding even a small quantity of Bitcoin, with returns improving in line with the size of the 

allocation. An investor in this scenario with a 5% Bitcoin allocation would have made nearly 3x more over the period than an investor with no allocation. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Data source: Bloomberg as of 13th May, 2020 19
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Bitcoin: Common Concerns & Issues

Bitcoin has made a lot of headlines, but not always for the right reasons:

▪ Accessibility: To buy or sell Bitcoin an investor needs an account with an often unregulated Bitcoin exchange. High profile 

blow-ups like Mt Gox have dented confidence.

▪ Complexity: Setting up a crypto wallet isn’t easy, and if you lose the key your Bitcoins are gone for good

▪ Fraud & Crime: There have been a few high profile cases of fraud and theft. Due to its unregulated nature, Bitcoin has 

also been used for money laundering, drug trafficking payments and illegal sites like Silk Road in the USA. Therefore, it’s 

tough for investors to understand if they are buying ‘dirty’ Bitcoins.

▪ Liquidity: Bitcoin liquidity has been fragmented across many exchanges, making it hard to assess the true depth of the 

market. IT systems on crypto exchanges are often inferior to those of established stock exchanges and many crypto 

exchanges lack institutional grade liquidity. 

▪ Legality: Some investors may not be able to hold Bitcoin due to local regulatory restrictions or mandate constraints 

▪ Settlement & Post-Trade Risk: Central clearing is virtually non-existent in Bitcoin. Bitcoin exchanges can (and have) gone 

bankrupt taking investor money with them

▪ Banking and Investment Platforms: Most banks and investment platforms lack the infrastructure or desire to support 

Bitcoin investment or transactions.  

20



BTCE

BTCetc Bitcoin 

Exchange Traded 

Crypto

DE000A27Z304
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About BTCE

The world’s first centrally cleared Bitcoin ETC*

BTCE is an exchange traded cryptocurrency (ETC), regulated under MiFID and listed on XETRA

BTCE keeps Bitcoin backing the product at the reputable, safe, regulated and insured depositary called BitGo Trust Inc. It is virtually impossible

to store Bitcoin in any safer way than how we do it through BitGo. Deposits are insured by Lloyds of London against hacking and white-collar

crime up to the value of $100 million. BitGo is a regulated trust and all Bitcoin is stored air-gapped in cold storage in their vaults.

TER | 200 bps

Physically Allocated Bitcoin

BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto

*Source: HANetf Capital Markets

Issued by:
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Structure

▪ BTCE is an exchange traded 

cryptocurrency (ETC), regulated under 

MiFID

▪ Each unit of BTCE gives the bondholder 

a claim on a pre-determined amount of 

Bitcoin

▪ The ETC is 100% physically backed. For 

every unit of BTCE there is Bitcoin stored 

in custody. This process is completely 

transparent and verifiable.

01 Simplicity

▪ Buying and selling BTCE is as simple as 

buying any normal share and offers the 

same regulatory protections 

▪ You trade through your regulated broker, on 

regulated exchanges with a central clearing 

mechanism. 

▪ You don’t need to manage a crypto wallet or 

trade on unregulated crypto exchanges. 

02

Security

▪ There is no need to manage 

cryptographic keys

▪ Approved by local regulators

▪ Strict KYC/AML rules and strict rules 

governing trading and trade reporting.

03 Liquidity

▪ Bitcoin exposure can be gained via 

BTCE through both primary and 

secondary market trading, supported by 

an ecosystem of regulated Authorised

Participants and Market Makers, 

04

Advantages
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✓ Accessibility: BTCE can be purchased on Deutsche Börse (XETRA), one of the largest stock exchanges in Europe in terms of both market
capitalization and monthly trading volume. Virtually every broker in the world should have the ability to buy products traded on XETRA for its clients.
Trading is constantly monitored by sophisticated software to detect and prevent market abuse.

✓ Security: BTCE keeps Bitcoin backing the product at the reputable, safe, regulated and insured depositary called BitGo Trust Inc. It is virtually
impossible to store Bitcoin in any safer way than how we do it through BitGo. Deposits are insured by Lloyds of London against hacking and white-collar
crime up to the value of $100 million. BitGo is a regulated trust and all Bitcoin is stored air-gapped in cold storage in their vaults.

✓ Liquidity: As it is exchange listed and supported by an ecosystem of market makers and there is guaranteed two-way pricing available throughout the
trading day. Multiple professional market-makers translate fragmented Bitcoin liquidity into concentrated on-Exchange BTCE liquidity, creating tighter
trading spreads. Through direct connection to the underlying asset via the create /redeem mechanism, BTCE can provide liquidity for both very large and
very small trades, levelling the playing field between investors.

✓ Legal Restrictions: BTCE is a security. If you can buy and hold securities, you can buy and hold BTCE.

✓ Money Laundering Concerns: Only highest quality Bitcoin makes it into BTCE custody - it is a fully fungible product but investors wishing to create
units of BTCE in exchange for Bitcoin (instead of purchasing it on regulated exchange) have either to be a regulated Authorised Participant (“AP”)
themselves or have such AP represent them as an agent. APs are licensed and regulated financial intermediaries, and as such are under very strict anti-
money-laundering obligations. This means that investors buying BTCE securities can be sure that any Bitcoin they are getting exposure to (and which they
can receive should they want to do so due to fungibility of the product) is clean.

✓ Settlement & Post Trade Risk: BTCE is a security, which is eligible for central counterparty clearing by Eurex Clearing. You can settle trades in
BTCE using the Delivery-versus-Payment mechanism of Clearstream system, which effectively eliminates any counterparty risk. Investors can also use
well-established business-processes for securities lending or using BTCE as collateral in order to facilitate, streamline and considerably de-risk any
lending operations involving Bitcoin.

Reasons to own BTCE 

TER | 200 bps

Physically Allocated Bitcoin

BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto
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▪ Investors' capital is at risk and investors may not get back the amount originally invested and should obtain independent advice before 

making a decision.

▪ Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the relevant prospectus.

▪ ETC securities are structured as debt securities, not as equity.

▪ ETCs trade on exchanges like securities. They are bought/sold at market prices which may be different to the net asset value of the ETC.

Please note this is not an exhaustive list and other risks may apply. 

Please consult the KIID and Prospectus for more details

Risks to consider

TER | 200 bps

Physically Allocated Bitcoin

BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto



BTCE
Information
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Key Facts

Primary Ticker BTCE

ISIN DE000A27Z304

Asset backed 100% backed by Bitcoin 

Custody BitCo Trust

Redemption Investors can redeem for cash or Bitcoin

Sourcing of Bitcoin
This ETC allocates verified Bitcoin entering the structure through Authorised

Participants (regulated entities within the EU and EEA)

Total Expense Ratio (MER) 2% per annum

Listing Deutsche Borse XETRA

TER | 200 bps

Physically Allocated Bitcoin

BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto
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Trade BTCE

Exchange
Bloomberg 

Code
RIC ISIN SEDOL Currency TER

XETRA BTCE GY BTCE DE DE000A27Z304 BMWSLR9 EUR 2.00%

TER | 200 bps

Physically Allocated Bitcoin

BTCetc Bitcoin Exchange Traded Crypto
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Appendix
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Liquidity Ecosystem

Company Telephone Email

BAML +44 (0) 207 995 4474 dg.etf_trading_london@bankofamerica.com

Banca IMI +39 02 7261 5318 etf@bancaimi.com

BNP Paribas +44 (0) 207 595 1414 etf.trading@bnpparibas.com

Cantor Fitzgerald +44 (0) 207 894 8744 etfeurope@cantor.co.uk

Credit Suisse Securities +44 (0) 207 888 1371 list.etf-desk@credit-suisse.com

Deutsche Bank +44 (0) 207 545 6796 se-trading@list.db.com

Goldman Sachs +44 (0) 207 051 8220 gsetfs@gs.com

Macquarie Bank +44 (0) 203 023 8885 bachir.binebine@macquarie.com

Optiver +31 20 708 7820 etf@optiver.com

UBS AG +44 (0) 207 567 9292 ol-gse-sales-emea@ubs.com

Unicredit Bank +39 02 8862 0731 etftrading@unicredit.eu

Market Makers

Company Telephone Email

Goldenberg Heymeyer +44 (0) 207 390 3301 etf@ghco.co.uk

HSBC +44 (0) 207 991 5819 etftradingdesk@hsbcib.com

Jane Street +44 (0) 203 787 3333 etfsaleslondon@janestreet.com

Morgan Stanley +44 (0) 207 677 9634 etfdeskln@morganstanley.com

Old Mission Capital +44 (0) 203 868 2538 london.traders@oldmissioncapital.com

RBC Europe +44 (0) 207 029 0500 cmuklondonetf@rbccm.com

Virtu Financial + 353 1 246 6930 etf-trading@virtufinancial.com

Barclays +44 (0) 207 773 2059 etftradinglondon@barclayscapital.com

J.P. Morgan +44 (0) 207 134 3303 d1_emea@jpmorgan.com

Societe Generale +33 1 42 13 52 86 europe.etf@sgcib.com  

Citigroup Global Markets +44 (0) 207 986 8839 europe.etf.trading@citi.com

Flow  Traders +31 207 996 777 fit@flow traders.com  

Bank Frick +423 388 21 21 bank@bankfrick.li

Susquehanna +353 1 802 8018 etfsaleseurope@sig.com

ITI Capital +44 (0) 207 562 8000 info@iticapital.com

Authorised Participants



Product & Trading Enquiries: 

Faisal.Elhakim@hanetf.com

Jason.Griffin@hanetf.com

UK Sales: 

Robert.Dickson@hanetf.com

Italian Sales:

Edoardo.Passaretti@hanetf.com 

German Sales:

Andre.Voinea@hanetf.com 

BeNeLux Sales

Rick.VanLeeuwen@hanetf.com

Nordics & French Speaking Switzerland

Kilian.Richter@hanetf.com

Contact Us

HANetf

@HANetf 
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HANetf

City Tower

40 Basinghall Street

London

EC2V 5DE

www.hanetf.com

+44 (0) 203 794 1800
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Important Information
The content in this document is issued by HANetf Limited, an appointed representative of Mirabella Advisers LLP, w hich is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

(“FCA”). This communication has been prepared for professional investors, but the Exchange Traded Cyrptocurrency (“ETC”) is available in some jurisdictions to any investors. Please check

w ith your broker or intermediary that the ETC is available in your jurisdiction and suitable for your investment profile.

ETC’s are a highly volatile digital asset and performance is unpredictable. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The price of the ETC may vary and does not offer

a f ixed income. The value of any investment may be affected by exchange rate and underlying price movements. 

This document may contain forw ard looking statements including statements regarding our belief or current expectations w ith regards to the performance of certain assets classes. Forw ard

looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements w ill be accurate and actual results could differ materially from

those anticipated in such statements. Therefore, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forw ard-looking statements. 

The content of this document does not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any product or make any investment. An investment in an ETC is

dependent on the performance of the underlying cryptocurrency, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETCs involve numerous risks including among others,

general market risks relating to underlying adverse price movements and currency, liquidity, operational, legal and regulatory risks. 

The information contained on this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares in the

United States or any province or territory thereof, w here none of the Issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and w here no prospectus of any of the Issuers has

been filed w ith any securities commission or regulatory authority. No document or information on this document should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United

States. ETC Issuance GmbH, nor any securities issued by it, have been or w ill be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualif ied 

under any applicable state securities statutes. 

The ETCs discussed on this document are issued by ETC Issuance GmbH, a limited liability company incorporated under the law s of the Federal Republic of Germany, issuing under the terms

in the Prospectus approved by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht ("BaFin") on 4th June 2020 and the final terms (“Prospectus”). Investors should read the Prospectus

before investing and should refer to the section of the Prospectus entitled ‘Risk Factors’ for further details of risks associated w ith an investment in the ETC’s. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the Issue Documentation.

The decision and amount to invest should take into consideration your specif ic circumstances after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 


